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ABSTRACT
Visual localization is a fundamental problem in computer vision and robotics. Recently, deep learning has shown to be effective for robust monocular localization. Most deep learningbased methods utilize convolution neural network (CNN) to
regress global 6 degree-of-freedom (Dof) pose. However,
these methods suffer from pose sparsity, leading to over-fitting
during training and poor localization performance on unseen
data. In this paper, we try to alleviate this issue by implementing randomly geometric augmentation (RGA) during training.
Specifically, we firstly estimate the depth map using a depth
estimation network for the initial training image. Combing
the estimated depth, RGB image and its corresponding pose,
we can randomly synthesize new images of different views.
The synthesized and initial images are used to train the pose
regression network. Experiment results show our geometric
augmentation strategy can significantly improve the localization accuracy.
Index Terms— Visual localization, deep learning
1. INTRODUCTION
Image-based localization is a fundamental problem for many
computer vision applications such as autonomous robot navigation, Augmented Reality (AR) and Structure From Motion
(SFM). It refers to estimating camera pose (orientation and position) from visual data. Most state-of-the-art approaches are
based on establishing matches between local features (SIFT
[1], ORB [2], etc.) extracted from an input image and 3D point
cloud of the scene obtained by SFM. Camera pose can be determined by employing a Perspective-n-Point solver inside a
RANSAC [3] loop. Obviously, pose estimation relies heavily
on the number of correct matches. This problem makes the
system insufficiently robust in some special scenarios, such as
extremely large viewpoint changes, motion blur, illumination
change, occlusions and texture-less environments.
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Recently, convolution neural network (CNN) has made tremendous progress in various computer vision problems. Inspired
by these successes, CNNs have also been used to predict camera poses. Most of these methods view it as a regression
problem. Given a single RGB image, CNN-based models directly regress the relationship between RGB pixels and final
camera poses. Although learning-based methods have overcome many shortcomings compared with point-based methods,
there still exists many problems. Taking only accuracy into
account, the pose sparsity issue is the biggest limitation of
CNN methods. Due to the high cost of collecting data, camera
poses in training dataset are usually sparse compared with the
whole scene. During training, the network is easy to remember
these specific positions and the camera localization is therefore
limited to the nearby regions of the training data. Most of the
past work deal with the issue either by designing new network
architectures [4, 5, 6] or loss functions [7, 8, 6, 9, 10], however,
the results are often not satisfying. Our work tries to deal with
this problem by geometric augmentation. We utilize a CNN
for depth estimation and randomly synthesize new images according to that. This allows our network to learn more general
representation for pose regression. The contributions of our
work can be summarized as follows:
1. We propose a randomly geometric augmentation strategy,
which can be used in an end-to-end style, to deal with the pose
sparsity issue.
2. The depth prediction network is trained in a semi-supervised
way to explore the specific geometric architecture of the scene
for new image synthesis.
2. PROPOSED METHOD
This section introduces the proposed method. The model
consists of three parts: a depth CNN for depth estimation, the
data augmentation part and a pose CNN to regress global pose.
We will introduce them separately in section 2.1∼2.3.
2.1. Depth Estimation
For depth estimation, we adopt the method proposed by Zhou
et al. [11]. It is an unsupervised learning framework, namely
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Fig. 1: Depth estimation part. The architecture of depth CNN
is the same with that in SfMLearner[11]. We project pixel in
target image (It ) onto source image (It−1 and It+1 ) planes
using the predicted depth and relative pose, and sample pixels
to reconstruct the target image by bilinear interpolation.
SfMLearner to learn both monocular depth and camera motion from video sequences which uses view synthesis as the
supervisory signal. Since no scale information is introduced
during training, the predicted pose and depth are defined up
to a scale factor. This is not allowed for global absolute localization. Fortunately, for global localization task, we have
the global pose for each image and the relative pose is easily
available by matrix multiplication. Therefore, we directly use
the relative pose other than estimating it using a pose CNN.
As shown in Fig. 1, given the target image It , we can estimate
its depth using a depth CNN. The predicted depth together
with the camera intrinsic and relative poses are then used to
inverse warp the source views (It−1 , It+1 ) to reconstruct the
target view It . Photometric reconstruction loss between target
view and two reconstructed views are used for training the
CNN. The relative poses keep the scale and thus the predicted
depth naturally has the scale up to the training scene. Our loss
function for depth is as follows:
Ldepth =

XX
s

It (p) − Iˆs (p)

(1)

p

where p indexes over pixel coordinates, s represents the index
of source view and Iˆs is the reconstructed target view from
source views. In our implementation, we use 2 source images
to build the loss. The predicted depth map will be used for
randomly geometric augmentation in section 2.2.
2.2. Randomly Geometric Augmentation
A common problem for deep learning-based camera localization is that poses in training datasets are always sparse in the
whole pose space. Localization error often becomes large
when the pose of query image differs significantly from the
closest pose in the dataset. Posenet [12] utilizes random cropping during training, which is commonly used in many computer vision tasks. The localization robustness is improved by
applying this strategy. However, this method does not change
the distribution of pose in the training set, therefore the pose
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Fig. 2: Illustration of forward and inverse warp. In forward
warping, pixel ps in source view is projected onto target view
at the position of pt . The pixel at ps is directly assigned to pt .
In inverse warping, pixel pt is projected onto source view at the
position of ps . The piexl assigned to pt is linearly interpolated
by the values of the 4-pixel neighbours of ps .
sparsity problem is actually untouched. Our method tries to
change the distribution of pose by synthesizing new views.
These new views have different poses with that of training images. The synthesized views (target view) can be obtained by
three steps: first, projecting the 2D pixel position x = (u, v)T
(on source image plane) into 3D space using the predicted
depth, and obtain the corresponding 3D point p = (X, Y, Z)T ,
(X, Y, Z)T = (

(u − cx )Z (v − cy )Z
,
, Z)T
fx
fy

(2)

where fx , fy , cx , cy refers to the focal length and the optical
center of the camera respectively, then transforming the 3D
points from camera coordinate into global coordinate using
camera pose T (T is the transformation matrix of 4 × 4).
Second, assigning candidate relative pose ∆T , and calculate
new pose Ts = T (∆T ) and transform the 3D points from
global coordinate into the new camera coordinate using Ts .
Lastly, projecting the 3D points onto the target image plane to
obtain a new image.
(u, v)T = (

fx X
fy Y
+ cx ,
+ cy )T
Z
Z

(3)

The synthesized image and its pose Ts together with the
image-pose pairs in the dataset are used to train pose CNN.
The process of synthesis above is a typical process of forward
warping which warps pixels in source image onto the target
image plane. Most of the time, some target pixels may not be
covered and the synthesized image will have many black holes,
as shown in Fig. 2. Extra strategy need to be applied to deal
with the black holes. In deep learning, all the operation must be
differentiable and it is difficult to make it differentiable if these

extra strategies are applied. Therefore, most existing deep
learning models use inverse warping to synthesize new images.
In inverse warping, the target pixels in raster order are inversely
mapped to the source image and sampled accordingly.
In our case, if we have the depth of target image (which we
want to synthesize), we can build a mapping between each
target pixel and source pixels through the projection mentioned
above. Then we can sample pixels for target image by bilinear
interpolation, as shown in Fig. 2. The difficulty lies in that
we do not know the depth of the target image. To break the
cycle, we can approximate the depth of target image using that
of source image when the relative pose ∆T between them is
small. In practice, we randomly rotate the camera around the
roll, pitch and yaw in the range of [−5◦ , +5◦ ], and randomly
translate the camera along x, y and z axis in the range of
[−0.2m, +0.2m] to obtain a new pose. During training, we
randomly select 4 new poses and synthesize 4 corresponding
new images from one initial image-pose pair in the training
dataset. Therefore, the training batch is different every epoch.
2.3. Pose Regression
Given a single image I, the goal of pose CNN is to precisely
estimate the global pose p = [x, q], where x ∈ R3 denotes
the translation and q ∈ R4 denotes the rotation in quaternion
representation. Recently, a large number of CNN architectures
have been proposed. Most of them are for classifying objects
in images and are trained on the ImageNet dataset [13]. Following common practice of transfer learning, we leverage a
pre-trained classification network, namely ResNet50 [14]. We
remove the last classification layer and add two FC layers with
the hidden size of 512 and 7. The loss function has significant
influences on localization performance. Most of the previous
works employ the following loss function:
Lβ (I) = Lx (I) + βLq (I)
2

(4)
2

where Lx (I) = kx − x̂k2 , Lq (I) = kq − q̂k2 , x̂, q̂ denotes
the predicted translation and orientation component respectively and x, q denotes the corresponding ground-truth. β
is a scale factor to balance translation and orientation. This
hyper-parameter need manually tuning according to different
scenes. Recently, Kendall et al. [7] proposed a learning way
to automatically balance each of the loss during training. The
loss is given by:
L(I) = Lx (I)exp(−ŝx ) + ŝx + Lq (I)exp(−ŝq ) + ŝq (5)
where ŝx and ŝq are two learnable variables. Each one acts as
a weighting for the respective component in the loss function.
For a single image I0 , we can synthesize 4 views (I1 to I4 ) as
described in section 2.2. We also add a geometric consistency
term to the loss function, which enforces the relative motion
between I0 and its synthesized views to be close to the ground

truth. The relative pose loss can be formulated as:
2

Lxr (Ik ) = kx0,k − Rx (Ik )k2
2

Lqr (Ik ) = kq0,k − Rq (Ik )k2

(6)

where Rx (Ik ) = x̂k − x̂0 , Rq (Ik ) = q̂k−1 q̂0 are the relative
translation and rotation part. x0,k and q0,k are the corresponding groundtruth. k = 1, 2, 3, 4. The overall loss function is to
minimize both global pose error and relative pose error:
L(I) = (
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3. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we evaluate the proposed method on 7-Scene
dataset by comparing with the state-of-the-art methods. We
report the median error of translation and orientation like it
was done in [12]. Our training process includes three steps:
Training the depth CNN, Training the Pose CNN and Refining.
Implementation details are introduced in section 3.2.
3.1. Datasets
The well-known public datasets Microsoft 7-Scenes [16] is
employed in our experiments. 7-Scenes contains RGB-D images of 7 different indoor scenes. All scenes were recorded
from a handheld Kinect RGB-D camera at 640×480 resolution
and the ground truth poses were obtained by KinectFusion[16].
We use the original train and test splits provided by the dataset.
3.2. Training Setup
Training Depth CNN. As described in section 2.1, we utilize
3 frames to build the photometric loss. In practice, we sample
3 frames with a stride of 20 because the pose variation between
two consecutive frames is tiny in 7-Scene dataset. The depth
CNN is randomly initialized for each scene.
Training Pose CNN. For all the scenes, we initialize pose
CNN with the weights of ResNet-50 pre-trained on ImageNet
[13] and randomly initialize the remaining weights. It is worth
noted that synthesized images are not perfect. Some region
of the image plane is not covered especially on the edge of an
image. Therefore, all images are first resized to 342 × 256 and
then center cropped to 224 × 224. We freeze the weights of
depth CNN in this stage.
Refine the two models. Pose CNN and depth CNN are trained
together for 10 epochs with a small learning rate based on
step 1 and step 2. All experiments are performed on one
NVIDIA Titan X using Tensorflow. We use Adam solver for
optimization. The initial learning rate for step 1 and 2 is 10−4
and decrease with a decay rate of 0.5 every 50 epochs.

Table 1: Comparison of Median localization error of several CNN models on 7-Scenes.
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LSTM
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MapNet
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ResNet50

ResNet50

[12]
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+PGO[10]

[6]
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+RC
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0.08/1.77

Chess

0.32/8.12

0.37/7.24

0.14/4.50

0.13/4.48

0.24/5.77

0.15/6.17

0.09/3.24

0.18/5.17

0.13/6.46

0.12/4.14

0.84/11.47

Fire

0.47/14.4

0.43/13.7

0.27/11.8

0.27/11.3

0.34/11.9

0.27/10.8

0.20/9.29

0.34/8.99

0.26/12.7

0.26/10.4

0.56/11.78

0.24/6.06

Heads

0.29/12.0

0.31/12.0

0.18/12.1

0.17/13.0

0.21/13.7

0.19/11.6

0.12/8.45

0.20/14.2

0.14/12.3

0.14/10.5

0.20/14.65

0.12/7.10

Office

0.48/7.68

0.48/8.04

0.20/5.77

0.19/5.55

0.30/8.08

0.21/8.48

0.19/5.42

0.30/7.05

0.21/7.35

0.18/5.32

0.74/10.6

0.17/3.34

Pumpkin

0.47/8.42

0.61/7.08

0.25/4.82

0.26/4.75

0.33/7.00

0.25/7.01

0.19/3.96

0.27/5.10

0.24/6.35

0.26/4.17

1.05/7.80

0.15/2.68

Kitchen

0.59/8.64

0.58/7.54

0.24/5.52

0.23/5.35

0.37/8.83

0.27/10.2

0.20/4.94

0.33/7.40

0.24/8.03

0.23/5.08

0.75/11.30

0.14/3.13

Stairs

0.47/13.8

0.48/13.1

0.37/10.6

0.35/12.4

0.40/13.7

0.29/12.5

0.27/10.6

0.38/10.3

0.27/11.8

0.28/7.53

0.73/15.66

0.25/4.31

Average

0.44/10.4

0.47/9.81

0.24/7.87

0.23/8.12

0.31/9.85

0.23/9.53

0.18/6.56

0.29/8.30

0.21/9.28

0.21/6.73

0.70/11.9

0.16/4.06

Fig. 3: The first column are the original RGB images of two
scenes(chess and office), the second column are the predicted
depth and the right two columns are the synthesized new views.

3.3. Results Analysis
Table 1 shows the performance of our approach along with
other methods. It is clear that our results(ResNet50+RGA)
achieve the best performance. We do not use dropout which
is usually applied in other methods to reduce the risk of overfitting. The experiment results indicate that our randomly
geometric augmentation strategy is a more effective way to
cope with over-fitting. We try to explain our method next.
As shown in Fig. 3, the first two columns are images in dataset
and the corresponding predicted depth maps. We can see
that the estimated depth maps are not perfect, they may only
give rough outlines of the scene architecture. For example, in
column 3 and 4, parts of the synthesized views are distorted
(green rectangle), some parts are even not covered by pixels
(red rectangle). However, the synthesized image-pose pairs
still keep some geometric attributes of the training scenes,
although not precisely matched, it is enough for the deep
model to capture and utilize these geometric cues. The synthesized noisy views add random perturbation to both images
and their global poses in a geometric way. This forces the
network to capture more general and interrelated features. We
present another experiment which uses random crop for data
augmentation (ResNet50+RC), and compare it with our proposed method (ResNet50+RGA) to support our explanation.
Table 1 gives the testing accuracy (ResNet50+RC). Both of
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Fig. 4: Images covered by the CNN activation heat maps. The
first row are from Resnet50+RGA and the second row are from
Resnet50+RC.

the translational and rotational errors are much bigger than
that of ResNet50+RGA. Fig. 4 presents the activation map
overlaid on an input image. The first row are activation maps
generated by ResNet50+RGA. We can see that this model pay
attention to more general and meaningful regions than that
of ResNet50+RC(the second row). For example, in the chess
scene, ResNet50+RGA not only focuses on the region around
the chair but also the cabinet and the bracket by the wall, while
ResNet50+RC pays too much attention to the chair. In the
fire scene, ResNet50+RC model focuses on the white wall
which is meaningless. Conversely, ResNet50+RGA shows
great interest on the yellow signal board.
4. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present an augmentation method named
Randomly Geometric Augmentation (RGA) for end-to-end
global pose regression. Our RGA method randomly generates
images from different views every training epoch and this will
provide the network with hundreds of thousands of different
training items. Experiments have shown the proposed method
can substantially improve the localization accuracy.
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